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The enormous rise in the economic value of her work has developed in tandem with the increased critical and popular response to her particular blend of naive style and incisive content. While the first wave of popular interest arose with the 1982 Whitechapel exhibition instigated by Laura Mulvey and Peter Wollen,' it was the publication of Hayden Herrera's biography of Kahlo in 19832 which has led to her current cult status. Since that date she has been the subject of TV documentaries, a feature film In this one can draw obvious parallels to the appeal of Van Gogh, a traditionally popular artist recently made fashionable by the media attention generated during the centennial of his death. The archetypal dropout/spiritualist became an appropriate icon for the sixties revival of 1990's long hot summer. Yet despite the iconic status of Van Gogh's 'tragic' life,3 it is the appearance of his work by which he is ultimately signified, his thick impasto brushstroke, his vibrant yellows, the urgency of his creative drive. In the case of Kahlo the popular image is of the artist herself, the characteristic brows, the elaborate hair, the Mexican costume (Fig. 3) (Fig. 4) . The visual references in the two magazines are as much from photos of the artist as from her work. In both features she is also seen to embody a wider set of assumptions about Mexico itself; exotic, passionate, yet constantly struggling against pain and deceit. While Elle, Vogue and subsequently The Independent ( Fig. 10) Fig. 11) The inter-relationship of body and dress so selfconsciously referred to in many of Kahlo's most polemical works (Fig. 12) has been strangely inverted by her current popularity. Her 'Mexicanness' has become a stylistic gloss, decorative, colourful, pretty, even individualistic. The colonised body which Kahlo clothed in revolutionary idealism has lost its function as a symbol of nationhood becoming instead an icon of female suffering. What is obscured by this process is that it was through clothing, in both art and life, that Kahlo attempted to redress the wrongs of history. 
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